Thanks for downloading! We hope that you

LOVE YOUR PRINTABLE!
Find us on
social media!

GET OUR 7 DAYS OF LOVE PROGRAM FOR FREE!
Get ready to have a great time learning how to love your spouse! What’s that, you
already know how? Well, The Dating Divas are here to give you a whole new perspective
on delighting your better half with our incredible 7 Days of Love Program… and its
absolutely free when you sign up for our newsletter!
Each day, for the next 7 days, you’ll get a super-easy and fun way to connect with your
spouse. At the end of this week, no matter how well you thought you knew your spouse,
you’ll have a whole new way of looking at the ways in which they love to be loved!

CLICK HERE TO SIGN UP!
the
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STRENGTHENING MARRIAGES, ONE DATE AT A TIME

sexy

COOTIE
CATCHERS

PRINTABLES DESIGNED BY ELIZABETH EDWARDS
EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE DATING DIVAS

I'M SO GLAD I

CAUGHT

YOUR
cooties!

DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:

INVITATION

sexy

His
Choice

Neck

Booty

Hips

12

15

14

Thighs

25

Her
Choice

3

Lips

6

Chest

10

22

COOTIE CATCHER

DIRECTIONS:
1. Print out the cootie catcher and cut around the PINK square.
2. With right side UP, fold "RUB" over to "LICK." Crease and open back up.
3. Fold "BITE" over to "SUCK." Crease and open back up.
4. Turn over paper so it is now printed side DOWN.
5. Fold all four corners to the center of the square (making a smaller square.)
6. Flip the small square back over so the words "RUB, BITE, SUCK, LICK" are face DOWN.
7. Again, fold all four corners to the center of the square.
8. Fold any two sides together so that the NUMBERS are on the inside and the WORDS are on the outside.
9. Slide your thumbs and fingers under the four different flaps.
10. Rotate your hands and bring your thumbs and index fingers together.
11. Open and play!

truth or dare

Dare you to
show me what
the perfect kiss
is like.

What is
your ultimate
turn-on?

Have I ever
made you
nervous?
If so, when?

Have I ever
made you
nervous?
If so, when?
What did you
think the first
time you saw
me?

Dare you to
massage my
back for
3 minutes.

3

4

2

What can I
do for you
right now?

5

4

Dare you to
whisper sweet
nothings
to me.

5

3

2

COOTIE CATCHER

DIRECTIONS:
1. Print out the cootie catcher and cut around the YELLOW square.
2. With right side UP, fold "TRUTH" corner over to "FACT" corner. Crease and open back up.
3. Fold "DARE" corner over to "CHALLENGE" corner. Crease and open back up.
4. Turn over paper so it is now printed side down.
5. Fold all four corners to the center of the square (making a smaller square.)
6. Flip the small square over so the words "CHALLENGE, FACT, TRUTH, DARE" are face down.
7. Again, fold all four corners to the center of the square.
8. Fold any two sides together so that the NUMBERS are on the inside and the WORDS are on the outside.
9. Slide your thumbs and fingers under the four different flaps.
10. Rotate your hands and bring your thumbs and index fingers together.
11. Open and play!

talk flirty to me
The sexiest
part of your
body is ____.

The number 1
thing you do to
turn me on is ____.

What did you
think the first
time you saw
me?

I love it
when you
wear ____.

I love it when
you do ____
in bed.

One word to
describe your
body is ____.

5

3

2

COOTIE CATCHER

4
3

2

5

Something new
I still think about
or different I would
the time that
like to try in the
we ____.
bedroom is ____.

4

DIRECTIONS:
1. Print out the cootie catcher and cut around the NAVY BLUE square.
2. With right side UP, fold "FRISKY" corner over to "STEAMY" corner. Crease and open back up.
3. Fold "SEDUCTIVE" corner over to "SPICY" corner. Crease and open back up.
4. Turn over paper so it is now printed side DOWN.
5. Fold all four corners to the center of the square (making a smaller square.)
6. Flip the small square back over so the words "FRISKY, STEAMY, SPICY, SEDUCTIVE" are face DOWN.
7. Again, fold all four corners to the center of the square. (Numbers should be face up now.)
8. Fold any two sides together so that the NUMBERS are on the inside and the WORDS are on the outside.
9. Slide your thumbs and fingers under the four different flaps.
10. Rotate your hands and bring your thumbs and index fingers together.
11. Open and play!

